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U.S. SUPREME COURT DECIDES WARRANTLESS BLOOD DRAW CASE
The Actual Holding by the Supreme Court in Missouri v. McNeely is Very Narrow
On April 17, 2013, the U.S. Supreme
Court issued its decision in Missouri v.
McNeely, 133 S.Ct. 1552 (2013). The decision has opened a Pandora’s box to all
sorts of DUI litigation nationwide, without
providing any real clear legal direction.
Thus, in considering what, if any, relevancy McNeely may have in a given case,
it is critical to keep in mind that the holding of this case is very narrow.
The very narrow issue presented in
McNeely was whether the Fourth Amendment will always allow police to obtain a
nonconsensual, warrantless blood draw in
every DUI case. The Court answered that
narrow question in the negative, but further
held that depending on the “totality of the
circumstances” in a particular case – an
exigency may develop. Otherwise, a search
warrant is required.

McNeely was decided by a sharply divided
Court that produced four separate opinions.
Although Justice Sotomayor’s opinion
announced the judgment of the Court, only
Parts I, II-A, II-B and IV of that opinion
received the support of a majority, and
thus, it is only those portions of the opinion that reflect the holding.
Nothing in the opinion prevents officers
from drawing blood if exigent circumstances exist in the specific investigation.
The opinion simply requires the State to
establish exigency by showing more than
the fact that the defendant’s liver is destroying evidence with each passing moment. A crash, a child passenger or any
other complicating factor when added to
metabolism can still create exigency. So
can local inability to get judicial review in
a reasonable amount of time.
(Continued on Page 2)
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Actual Holding of Missouri v. McNeely
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unfortunate result if we began moving
backwards in our efforts to secure the best
evidence in our impaired driving cases.
For example, after the Idaho Supreme
Court’s Diaz decision, there was a marked
increase in the number of law enforcement
agencies instituting policies to seek blood
evidence when suspected DUI driver’s
refused the requested breath test. The
blood draws comported with 4th Amendment standards of reasonableness, and the
procedures were done in a medically acceptable manner. As shown in the chart
below, the number of driver’s license suspension hearings for refusing the BAC test
filed in Idaho courts dropped significantly.
The number of fatalities and serious injuries on Idaho roadways during that same
time period also dropped.

suspected or arrested for DUI. McNeely
cannot reasonably be read to invalidate
The record in McNeely did not include, nor implied consent statutes that have been in
did the state of Missouri argue, that there place for more than 40 years.
were exigent circumstances in this particular case. Therefore, the Court did not have It is likely there will be subsequent opina framework for a detailed discussion of all ions from the Idaho appellate courts in
the relevant factors that can be taken into relation to warrantless blood draws in imaccount in determining the reasonableness paired driving cases. There have already
of acting without a warrant based on exi- been a number of decisions at the magisgent circumstances. Furthermore, the Court trate and district court levels. Some Idaho
did not overturn their decision in Schmer- courts have suppressed the blood results
ber v. California, 384 U.S. 757, 86 S.Ct. based on the McNeely decision, while
1826 (1966), where a warrantless blood other Idaho courts have upheld the blood
draw was found to be permissible under draws based either on the consent excepexigency. The only real clear answer in tion to the warrant requirement and/or the
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McNeely is that because the U.S. Supreme exigent circumstances exception. It is curHEARINGS
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firmly held exigency must be found on a
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case-by-case basis, there is certain to be I have collected the recent Idaho opinions,
state briefs and other materials related to
increased litigation.
2008
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litigation post-McNeely. Prosecutors and
law enforcement officers interested in
Did I Mention McNeely Is Narrow?
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these materials may request them from me
I repeat that the holding of McNeely is very at jared.olson@post.idaho.gov.
2010
1,252
96
narrow! This case did not rule that Idaho’s
implied consent law or any other manda- Every Life Counts!
2011
783
66
tory blood draw law is unconstitutional.
The Idaho Supreme Court in State v. Diaz, Ending on a positive note, the McNeely
2012
609
73
144 Idaho 300 (2007) recognized two ex- opinion provides an opportunity for us to
ceptions to the warrant requirement --- reflect on our current practices in investiexigent circumstances and consent. In gating and prosecuting impaired driving Every Life Counts! --- Therefore, we must
Diaz, the Idaho Supreme Court relied cases and make concerted efforts to im- continue to do the right thing, to the right
solely on the application of the consent prove where needed. It would be a very people for the right reasons.
exception to the warrant requirement in
upholding the warrantless blood draw. The
McNeely decision did not address this.

Exigency Is Not Dead!

The State of Implied Consent?
The confusion of the McNeely analysis in
relation to the implied consent law derives
from footnote 9 of Justice Sotomayor’s
opinion. However, the purpose of her citing a number of State’s mandatory blooddraw provisions and/or implied consent
laws was to support her opinion that a reasonable expectation of privacy exists resulting in 4th Amendment protections, and
not a declaration these laws are unconstitutional. Justice Sotomayor noted favorably
in her opinion that all 50 states have implied consent laws requiring motorists, as a
condition of operating a motor vehicle
within the state, to consent to testing when

CLICK HERE for the 2012
Idaho Traffic Statistics
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Idaho Traffic Law Update
with evidence of Stark’s impairment,
would “almost certainly have been suffiStark’s conviction was vacated by the cient” to prove the DUI.
Court of Appeals because the evidence
presented at trial was insufficient to dem- Finally, the Court would not consider
onstrate Stark drove a motor vehicle under Stark’s refusal to participate in the DRE
the influence of drugs or intoxicating sub- interview as evidence of consciousness of
stances. The Court held the evidence was guilt. The Court said no argument or
sufficient to prove that Stark’s ability to authority was presented by the State in this
drive was impaired, but was not sufficient, case to suggest this questioning is anything
by itself, to prove that he was under the other than custodial interrogation.
influence of drugs or intoxicating substances. The evidence presented at trial Note: DRE officers are encouraged to unincluded: observations of the investigating derstand the difference between the testiofficer, a blood toxicology result indicating monial and non-testimonial evidence they
Carboxy-THC, Stark admitting to taking a collect in the drug recognition examination
“cocktail” of drugs 5 days earlier at the 12-step process. The Court’s analysis in
hospital and a refusal by Stark to cooperate this case discusses only the “interview”
with the Drug Recognition Expert (DRE) step. A person certainly has a right to not
who was called to assist in the investiga- answer questions during a custodial intertion.
rogation, but there may be an opportunity
for the DRE to continue the 12-step invesThe Court concluded the evidence was tigation and collect non-testimonial evilegally insufficient to prove Stark was un- dence. This may afford an opportunity for
der the influence of marijuana. The toxi- the DRE to form an opinion and/or link the
cology report indicated the presence of impairment observed to the toxicology
Carboxy-THC, which the Court held “in report. Furthermore, it may be possible to
essence,” was a negative drug test. How- then argue that the suspect’s refusal to coever, the Court also explained this evi- operate with the collection of the nondence of past drug is relevant to a DUI testimonial evidence is consciousness of
charge but only if the State proves a con- guilt.
nection between the past drug use and a
driver’s impairment at the time the motor State v. Besaw, (Ct.App.2013):
vehicle was operated. The Court said the
State presented no testimony or other evi- Besaw appeals the magistrate’s denial of
dence that could explain the absence of his pretrial motions to preclude the State
THC in the toxicology report or to explain from presenting evidence of the field soif, or how, the results of the toxicology briety tests and results of the breath alcoreport could be extrapolated back to show hol test. Besaw argued that Idaho appellate
intoxication at a specific time. The State courts had not decided the admissibility of
also presented no evidence suggesting field sobriety test evidence under Idaho
Stark’s behavior was consistent with symp- Rule of Evidence 702 and that a “Rule 702
hearing” was required to establish the relitoms of marijuana use.
ability of the evidence. The magistrate
The State argued that Stark’s impairment court held that State v. Garrett, 119 Idaho
could have been caused by drugs or intoxi- 878 (1991) and State v. Gleason, 123 Idaho
cating substances that were not detected in 62 (1992) had already decided the admisthe toxicology report. The Court said, sibility of HGN evidence under I.R.E. 702
“While it may be possible, through the use and that I.R.E. 702 was not implicated with
of expert testimony, to demonstrate that a the one-leg stand test and the walk-andperson is under the influence of an un- turn test because the tests are not scientific.
known drug or intoxicating substance that
does not appear on a toxicology report, the The Court of Appeals held the magistrate
State did not present such testimony in this was correct in holding Gleason and Garcase.” The Court further explained that a rett as remaining authoritative on the issue
toxicology report revealing the presence of of the scientific reliability of HGN test
an intoxicating drug or substance, together evidence and that it remains unnecessary to

State v. Stark, (Ct.App.2013):
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independently lay a foundation establishing the reliability of this testing method,
although it remains necessary to present a
foundation establishing the qualifications
of the person who administered the test.
Furthermore, the Court held the remaining
field sobriety tests do not require specialized expertise and are instead “fact testimony” which a jury can evaluate using
common knowledge. They are not governed by Rule 702 because they are not
scientific, technical or specialized in nature.
Besaw’s remaining three issues related to
the standard operating procedures (SOPs)
adopted by the Idaho State Police in administering breath alcohol tests. First, Besaw argued the officer failed to adequately
monitor him for 15 minutes prior to the
breath test due to being distracted by 3
people who approached the officer during
the monitoring period. The Court held
there was substantial and competent evidence in the record to support the trial
court’s holding that the officer had placed
himself in a position to adequately monitor
Besaw using all of the officer’s senses.
Second, Besaw argued a 0.20 performance
verification solution was required because
Besaw’s BrAC returned results of 0.219
and 0.201. The Court of Appeals held the
plain language of SOP 5.1.3 allows for a
24-hour verification to be performed with
either a 0.08 or a 0.20 performance verification solution. The 0.20 performance verification is required to be conducted
monthly. The Court held the SOP provisions simply do not require a 0.20 solution
performance verification within 24 hours
in order to support a prosecution of an I.C.
§ 18-8004C excessive DUI charge.
Finally, Besaw argued the Idaho State Police had not complied with its statutory
duty to adopt breath testing standards that
will ensure test accuracy. To support his
argument, Besaw relied upon emails acquired through a public records request
that discussed proposed changes to the
SOPs. The Court of Appeals criticized the
process but held there was no evidence to
support the conclusion that the SOP procedures were incapable of yielding scientifically accurate results. Besaw demonstrated
no error.

Beyer v. ITD, (Ct.App.2013):
Beyer appeals the Idaho Transportation
Department’s order suspending his driver’s

license after he failed a breath test. Beyer
argued: (1) the arresting officer lacked
legal cause to stop Beyer’s vehicle; (2) the
arresting officer did not properly conduct
the 15-minute observation period prior to
the breath test; and (3) Beyer was not afforded due process in the hearing. The
Court of Appeals affirmed ITD’s order
suspending Beyer’s driver’s license.

argument was precluded by the doctrine of
invited error due to Beyer agreeing to
leave the record open for 15 days to allow
his counsel to submit additional evidence
after reviewing the video. Beyer also argued his request for an in-person hearing
was required because credibility was an
issue. The Court of Appeals held it need
not reach that issue in this case because
Beyer failed to demonstrate he suffered
First, Beyer argued I.C. § 49-644(1) does any prejudice by the denial of his request
not require a driver to turn into the right, or for an in-person hearing.
nearest lane, rather than drive directly into
the left lane of a four-lane road consisting Kimbley v. ITD, (Ct.App.2013):
of two lanes in each direction. The Court
of Appeals rejected this argument conclud- Kimbley disputes she was properly moniing the statute was unambiguous and fail- tored for 15-minutes prior to an evidentiary
ure to do what is required by the statute breath test. The facts of the case involved
cannot be said to fall within the normal two different 15-minute observation perirange of driving behaviors, even if it is ods. The monitoring period was repeated
after 3 failed attempts to provide a suffishown the statute is frequently violated.
cient breath sample. Kimbley argued the
Second, Beyer asserted the officer did not officer did not properly monitor her beproperly conduct the 15-minute observa- cause he left the room during the second
tion period due to being distracted by pass- monitoring period. The officer testified he
ing traffic and the tow truck driver. The was in and out of the room between the
officer testified he remained within ap- two monitoring periods to consult with his
proximately two feet of Beyer during the sergeant, and not during the second 15observation period. In addition, the dash- minute monitoring period. The hearing
board video camera recorded the audio officer determined the second monitoring
during the entire observation period. Beyer period complied with the applicable stanand the officer can be heard having regular dards. The Court of Appeals held that subconversation at a voice level consistent stantial evidence existed in the record to
with being in close proximity of one an- support the hearing officer’s determination.
other. At no time were their voices raised
over the traffic noise. The traffic was very
minimal. The officer’s yelling to the tow
truck driver to wait before towing the vehicle took less than 10 seconds. Beyer was
found to have offered no evidence the officer’s senses, other than sight, were unable
to assist in monitoring Beyer while he
yelled at the tow truck driver. The Court
of Appeals concluded the 15-minute observation period was conducted properly.
Note: The Court of Appeals in footnote 6
warns, “…that roadside monitoring inherently presents environmental impediments
and distractions, which, without due care,
may sufficiently compromise the adequacy
of the monitoring as to void the test results.” The Court counsels officers to attend to suspects to the best of their ability,
including visual observation, during the
entire observation period.
Finally, the Court held Beyer failed to
show his due process rights were violated.
Beyer complained the hearing officer erred
by not requiring the video of Beyer’s stop
until the day of the ALS hearing. Yet, this

Trottier v. ITD, (Ct.App.2013):
Trottier was stopped for making an illegal
turn in violation of I.C. § 49-644 and for
failing to maintain its lane of travel in violation of I.C. § 49-637. On appeal, the district court vacated the ALS and CDL disqualification determining there was not
substantial and competent evidence in the
record to support the hearing officer’s finding that the trooper had legal cause to stop
Trottier. ITD appealed the district court’s
decision and while the district court did not
reach the issue, Trottier contends the suspension should not have been sustained
because the trooper did not comply with
the 15-minute monitoring period. Trottier
also raised on appeal the issue of whether
the commercial license disqualification
(CDL) proceeding violated his due process
rights.
The Court of Appeals reversed the district
court’s finding holding Trottier did not
sustain his burden in demonstrating a lack
of legal cause for the stop. In this case, no
oral testimony was presented to the hearing
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officer. The agency record consisted of the
trooper’s probable cause affidavit and his
patrol car videotape. Based on this record,
the Court could not find the hearing officer’s findings were clearly erroneous. The
Court said the nighttime videotape was
difficult to discern and declined to simply
substitute their view of the evidence for
that of the hearing officer.
Regarding the 15-minute monitoring period, Trottier argued the trooper only monitored him for 9 minutes after the trooper
stated the monitoring period would begin.
In addition, Trottier contends the trooper’s
ability to employ all of his senses was
compromised because the trooper was
multitasking. The hearing officer found the
trooper maintained close contact with Trottier from the time he concluded the field
sobriety tests up until the time the breath
samples were taken. The Court of Appeals
reviewed and explained their interpretation
of the facts on the record and held there
was nothing on the video or audio to suggest an event that might cause mouth alcohol occurred. The Court held Trottier did
not sustain his burden in demonstrating a
lack of adequate monitoring.

Platz v. ITD, (Ct.App.2013):
Platz disputes he was properly monitored
for 15-minutes prior to the evidentiary test.
In this case, the officer began the 15minute monitoring period prior to performing the field sobriety tests. The Court
found there was nothing in the facts to
show the trooper was not, at all times, in a
position to use all of his senses to adequately monitor Platz.
Note: Officers are encouraged to read the
special concurring opinion written by
Judge Melanson who explains his view of
the 15-minute monitoring period requirement. In his view, all that is required is
attentive observation. However, he cautions against multitasking by an officer
during the monitoring period as this results
in possible loss of the evidence and further
may cost Idaho taxpayers thousands of
dollars for processing appeals like this one.
Disclaimer: This newsletter is a publication
of the Idaho Prosecuting Attorneys Association,
Inc. Readers are encouraged to share varying
viewpoints on current topics of interest. The
views expressed in this publication are those of
the authors and not necessarily of the State of
Idaho, IPAA, or the Idaho Department of Transportation. Please send comments, suggestions or
articles to jared.olson@post.idaho.gov.
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Breath Taking News

2013 Legislative Update

The Idaho State Police Forensic Services
released a new online Breath Testing Operator and Breath Testing Specialist training on July 1, 2013. This new online
course further standardizes the statewide
breath testing program and how Operators and Breath Testing Specialists (BTS)
are certified.

July generally marks the date when new
legislation becomes effective. Here are the
traffic related statutes passed in 2013:

Only officers and individuals performing
evidentiary tests will be approved and
certified under this new training. All current certifications are valid through their
original expiration date. It will not be
necessary to take the new online training
until your current certification expires as
an Operator or BTS. ISPFS will NOT be
teaching any more live classes. Furthermore, agencies are NOT authorized to
teach Operator courses. The new online
course certifies successful students for 2
calendar years.

I.C. § 18-3302 -- Excludes certain items
from the concealed weapons permit, to
include taser, stun gun, pepper spray and
any knives used to process, prepare or eat
food. Effective date was April 2, 2013.
I.C. § 37-2705 -- Amends Schedule I Controlled Substances to update regulations
regarding synthetic cannabinoids. Effective date was April 3, 2013.
I.C. § 50-336 -- Authorizes cities to create and offer traffic safety programs. Drivers who pay for their citation and successfully complete the program within 45 days
of issuance of the citation would not be
assessed violation points on their driving
record and the infraction would not be
deemed to be a moving violation for insurance purposes. Drivers holding a CDL,
driving a commercial vehicle at the time of
the stop, or who have previously received a
reduction in points through this provision
or from any other driving safety course
within the 3 years previous to the stop are
not eligible to participate. Effective date
will be January 1, 2014.

This new training can be accessed on the
POST Academy e-learning website at
https://post.idaho.gov/eLearning/. Students will choose between the Operator
track or the BTS track. Students are expected to read the breath testing instrument instruction manuals and the SOPs
prior to taking the online training. This
information is available to view online at:
www.isp.idaho.gov/forensics/index.html. I.C. § 9-1406 -- Allows for unsworn written statements in lieu of sworn statements
After successfully completing the online in most instances when a declaration is
course, each student will contact the ap- attached to the statement certifying or depropriate person for proficiency testing. claring under penalty of perjury the stateFor Breath Testing Specialists the profi- ment is true and correct. Exceptions where
ciency testing will be conducted by unsworn statements are still not allowed
ISPFS personnel. Operators will report to include depositions, oaths of office and any
a BTS that has completed this online cer- oath required by law to be before an offitification process for their proficiency cial other than a notary public.
testing. No certificates will be issued until
this “in-person” proficiency testing is For more information on other legislation
completed.
passed in 2013 -- CLICK HERE.

Training & Conferences Notice
(Click on Course Names for More Information)

2013 IACP DRE Conference — August 5-7, Oklahoma City, OK
2013 IPAA Summer Conference — August 7-9, Boise, ID
NHTSA Joint LEL, TSRP & JOL Training — September 17-18, St. Louis, MO
IPAA Administrative Professionals Conference — October 7-9, Boise, ID
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LAST CALL
On June 15, 2013 I had the distinct
pleasure of participating in Idaho MADD’s
2nd Annual Walk Like MADD event and
5K MADD Dash at Veteran’s Memorial
Park in Boise. The weather was perfect for
families, friends and community members
to come together with a goal of eliminating
impaired driving.
This was part of MADD Idaho’s 25th
Anniversary celebration. MADD Idaho
was founded by Betty Stadler after her
daughter Carol was killed in 1987 by a
drunk driver and Carol’s husband was
critically injured. It was especially memorable for me to be able to spend time with
Betty as she helped kick-off this year’s
Walk Like Madd event.
Idaho is the Gem State and Betty is
certainly one of our gems. During my walk
I reflected on what it would take for me to
“Walk like Betty.” Obviously, it would be a

stride of purpose, determination, grace
& compassion. The process of “Walking Like Betty” would be comparable
to making a diamond -- “constant
pressure, consistently applied.”
Betty has certainly provided constant pressure and consistently applied
it over the past 25 years to improve the
quality of life we enjoy in Idaho.
Betty’s walk, along with the many
other MADD Idaho volunteers, has
moved society forward in recognizing impaired driving as a serious
crime instead of an “accident.”
Steps can still be taken to reduce
the tragic number of deaths and injuries
that continue to occur on Idaho roadways.
The first step is to recognize that “Every
Life Counts!” It is important to recognize
that each of the 73 people killed last year
in an impaired driving crash, and the 241
people seriously injured in Idaho -- Count!
They are individuals with a name and hold
a title of mother, father, husband, wife,

2013 Walk
Like Madd
brother, sister, cousin, friend
or valued community member. After taking
this first step, every additional step taken
must be consistent in recognizing the reason why we took the first step. Then when
we join together, like we did on that recent
Saturday morning with Betty, we can start
making great strides Towards Zero
Deaths. --- Jared Olson
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